
 



Letter from the Editor
M A U R A  P A J O N K  &  V E L V E T  S T E E L E

Dear Reader,

Presenting the fifth issue of Hosiery en Vogue,
the hosiery lifestyle & fashion monthly e-zine
from Girdleliscious Gam Wrappers.

We are proud to announce that you can now
shop Girdleliscious Gam Wrappers in
Vancouver in person at New World Designs
434 West Hastings St. and at Catz Hair-Lair in
1280 Commercial Drive.

Buy in store and take home that day, or buy
online at GirdlelisciousGamWrappers.com
and select free in-store pick-up at either
location!

In our pages this month we continue to sex it
up with an homage to garter belts. The
perfect accoutrément for your stockings.
Collaged pages of photos from yesteryear to
present day. Proving the much loved garter
belt is truly timeless.

Maura gets playful, but serious as she writes
on the differences of function versus frivolity.
Read as she goes into detail on daily use, and
fetish wear of the garter belt.  Dishing on the
cheeky differences of the many styles of belts
available. 

Read as Velvet ponders a humorous take on
the must have, possibly dumb idea of hosiery
as the facial disguise for would be robbers and
thieves. We're sure you'll agree.

It's giveaway time as we open our trunk for a
summertime giveaway of samples, and styles
not yet available. You won't want to miss out.

Then Maura shares some great ideas for use
of worn out hosiery destined for the afterlife.
Chock full so many useful, and practical ideas.

 This month's "Ask Velvet" squeezes out one
more use of tired hose before they make into
the afterlife. A simple tip, and trick. 

We support EVA BC with 5% of retail sales. 
 EVA BC provides a wide range of resources
related to sexual & domestic violence, child
abuse, and criminal harassment to people
living in British Columbia.

www.endingviolence.org  

We hope you enjoy reading this month's issue
of Hosiery en Vogue as much as we enjoyed
bringing it to you!

 

In Fashion & Fun,
Maura & Velvet 

 





BY: MAURA PAJONK



So, be it daytime or playtime,
how do you choose the right
garter belt for your fashion
occasion?  

There are four key factors to
consider

- Choice of fabric
- Where the garter belt sits
- Number of garter straps
- Embellishments

Garter belts for daytime.

A daytime garter belt is
designed to be worn under
dresses or skirts for hours at a
time. 

Like bras and panties, a
daytime garter belt has a
functional purpose and
should be invisible
underneath your outfit. That's
why a proper fit is essential!

Choose a daytime garter belt
made from a smooth,
breathable fabric such as
non-stretch satin, powernet,
or cotton. 

It should sit comfortably at 
 your natural waist and fit
close to your body. Select a
garter belt with six-to-eight
adjustable-length garter
straps; it's the ideal number
to comfortably and reliably
hold up stockings all day
long.

Opt for a seamless,
minimalist garter belt style 

https://girdlelisciousgamwrappers.com/collections/stockings-stay-ups


with no embellishments so that it will be
invisible underneath your clothing. 

If you will be wearing sheer or light-coloured
fabrics, choose a garter belt in a white or a
neutral skintone colour. If wearing darks, select
an appropriately dark colour.

You will want to ensure that the adjustable
garter straps can extend to the top third of your
thigh, so that you can customize their position
based on the style and hemline of skirt or dress
you are wearing fashionably fun time!

You will want to ensure that the adjustable
garter straps can extend to the top third of your
thigh, so that you can customize their position
based on the style and hemline of skirt or dress
you are wearing.

One of my favourite examples of the perfect
daytime garter belt comes from Rago. I have it
in white and in a deep sexy berry red.

Garter belts for playtime!

Most of us are more familiar with garter belts
for playtime because that's when they take
centre stage. Playtime garter belt designs
generally fall into two styles: romantic & fetish.

Both styles encourage creativity in fabrics,
design, colour, and embellishment. They are
designed to be wearable erotic art.

Romantic garter belts.
 

Most romantic garter belts have only four
straps, as that is the minimum number
necessary to hold up a pair of stockings, and it
makes for quick and easy removal when the
time is right.

Look for delicate sensual fabrics that give a feel
of timeless upscale

 

https://ragoshapewear.com/collections/garter-belts/products/rago-style-3184-six-strap-soft-shaping-garter-belt?variant=18097343234159
https://girdlelisciousgamwrappers.com/collections/stockings-stay-ups


beauty, such as stretchable lace,
satin, silk, etc. 

Romantic garter belts can further be
embellished with ribbon, lace,
ruffles, gems, fur, and more.

If wearing panties, line up the top of
your romantic garter belt with the
top of the panty waistband, either at
your natural waist or lower on the
hip. 

If you aren't wearing panties, place
your garter belt wherever you like.

Fetish garter belts!

Fetish garter belts are designed to
make bold, creative statements that
celebrate the more adventurous side
of playtime. 

Choose materials such as leather,
latex, and fishnet in bright bold
colours.

Fetish garter belts can come with
six, eight, ten, and more garter
straps for dramatic effect, and be
adorned with exotic accessories,
such as chains, buckles, fur, gems,
mesh, and more.

There are no rules for whether to
wear fetish garter belts at your
natural waist or hip -- it depends on
the overall aesthetic of the outfit.

So, go treat yourself a fresh new pair
of stockings from our online store,
then make a date to dress up in your
favourite garter belt, stockings &
outfit, and have yourself a
fashionably fun time!

https://girdlelisciousgamwrappers.com/collections/stockings-stay-ups




To Face
Cover
or Not
VELVET STEELE

Most cameras don’t record fucking HD so
a stocking is more then enough to blur
your visage.
It’s also a movie or video game so it’s
probably to make them look stupid or get
a laugh.

As I sit binge watching classic film noire B
movies, a common theme cropped up.
Hosiery and the crime, so, I decided to poke
around the internet for a few bits of trivia.

I came up with this; the commonly asked
question of why hosiery is worn as a face
cover by criminals, most notably bank/gas
station robbers in film and television.

In a Reddit discussion answers range from;

It "blurs" the facial features yet allows the
robbers complete visibility.

Gas station robberies likely aren't
something that was planned for a long
time, rather an opportunistic, impulse
thing so they grab something that is widely
available and in most cases good enough to
conceal a face.

So, to rob a bank, you’ll probably want to
disguise your face to avoid getting caught! 

Tv Tropes goes on to elaborate

You totally forgot to include that in your bank-
robbing plan! 



You want something better
than a Paper-Thin Disguise,
but you can't get professional
realistic masks. Time for the
Stocking Mask.

This trope is Truth in
Television, as:
Stockings are cheap and
available almost everywhere;

They're light and easy to
conceal, while taking little
time to put on or take off;

They can provide sufficient
masking by distorting your
face;

Buying stockings is a
mundane thing; which makes
it a popular choice among
masks.

However, a stocking mask
also has disadvantages, such
as making the wearer's vision
go fuzzy, of course you can
cut out holes to reveal your
eyes, but that would just
complicate things.

Very thin stockings can't
cover your scars and such,
and needless to say, it only
covers your face. 

Also, due to its popularity,
anyone wearing one of these
in the street will be
considered a Blatant Burglar.

Ah the stereotypes, I love it!
I guess no one thought to
think of the high tech
cameras?  

Cameras utilized in most
retail outlets, banks and
beyond. Or the high tech
facial recognition and body
analysis by the professionals. 

Would be burglars and thieves
beware, you won’t get very
far.

I’ve always had a good laugh
when I see the clownish
visage a good pair of stockings
has over a squashed nose. 

So for me the effect of
eliciting a good chuckle has
always been successful.

Personally I prefer to see
hosiery used for their true
intention. On the gorgeous
gams of the many who love
them like I do.

I could never figure out why
they were used as an
accessory of crime. Were they
an extension of the writer’s
fetish for silky smooth
softness pulled taught across
their faces? 

Or as suggested they were
cheap, easy to use, and great
for facial distortion?

Again I laugh, great quality
hosiery sometimes doesn’t
come cheap, worn properly,
adorns the legs, rather than
disfigure. Let’s face it, where
there’s a will, there’s a way to
use our much loved
foundation garment as
comical relief. 

For those of us in the know and
use of hosiery, it’s because we
love their intended handling. To
cover and accessorize our legs. 

 Yes the softness, colours,
patterns, styles. The multitude
of options to accessorize our
garments of choice. Let’s not
forget for warmth.

Then the sensuality, the sex
appeal, and control that goes
with it, the power they wield.
Ok, yes I’m a fetishist, wink
wink, nudge nudge, when it
comes to fashion, also practical.
They’re a staple in my vast
wardrobe I just can’t be
without.

However, that doesn’t answer
the question of hosiery as
bondage? 

Time for more research………



Summertime

Trunk Giveaway

Join us as we partner with 
New World Designs of 434 West
Hastings St. here in Vancouver as 
 we open our tickle trunk of samples
for a weekly giveaway for the next
10 weeks.

To enter, all you need to do is  go to
our Facebook page or Instagram
profile each week and be the first
new like or follower.

Do the same with New World
Designs, and watch for the sample
giveaway posted for that week.

Then let us know in a brief message
what your favourite type of hosiery
is and why for your chance to win.

May the lucky legs win!



What do you do with worn-
out nylons when they can
no longer serve as
fashionable decoration for
your gorgeous gams? 

 If you’re one of the people
who toss them out, stop
now and check out these 4 

 great ways to give your old
hosiery a fabulous new
fashion afterlife -- and save
money, time, and the
environment while you’re at
it!

CLEANING CLOTHS

 The simplest way to give
your retired pantyhose an
afterlife is to cut it up into
cleaning cloths for a variety
of uses. 

(a) Gentle Scrubbing. Worn-
out nylons are great for
safely scrubbing tile and



non-stick pans; old
hosiery will clean but not
scratch these delicate
coatings like other
kitchen dishwashing tools
can.  

(b) Shining Surfaces.  Use
retired pantyhose instead
of a pricey chamois to
bring that sparkle back to
your gold, silver, and
brass, as well as to shine
your favourite leather
shoes.   
 
(c) Nail Polish Removal. 
 Worn-out nylons are a
great substitute for
cotton pads when
removing old nail polish.

FILTERS

Another effortless way to
give your old hosiery an
amazing afterlife is to
transform it into a variety
of filters for use around
the house.

(d) Lost & Found. When
you lose an earring (or
push pin) somewhere in
the carpet, or down a
deep hole that you can’t
reach, stretch a piece of
retired pantyhose over
the open end of your
vacuum hose, secure with
a rubber band, and start
vacuuming. 

The vacuum will find the
earring, the nylons will



prevent it from getting
swept up into the bag, and
you’ll save the day.

 (e) Straining Liquids.  When
in the kitchen, if you don't
have a colander handy,
stretch some retired
pantyhose over the opening
of your bowl or pot; when
you tip the liquid out, the
solid material will remain
safely in the bowl.

(f) Hot Tub Health.  To
quickly clean your hot tub
prior to a soak, stretch some
worn-out nylons over a
hanger to make a fine mesh
pool skimmer, and then
glide it through the water,
picking up all the floating
debris.

(g) Prevent Soil Erosion.  To
prevent soil from escaping
through the drainage holes
at the bottom of garden
containers, stretch some old
hosiery over the opening of

 the planter and then fill
with dirt & plants as usual.
The retired pantyhose acts
as a barrier to prevent soil
erosion in the container.

SACHETS

A further easy way that worn
out nylons can have an
afterlife is by turning them
into different types of
sachets for use around the
house.

(h)  Bath Bombs.  Create
customized bath bomb
hosiery sachets with baking
soda, epsom salts, essential
oils, and other natural
ingredients.  Make them for
yourself, or give them away
to friends & family, and turn
your old hosiery in a
luxurious bathing
experience.

(i)  Odour Removers.  Keep
shoes smelling fresh with
retired pantyhose sachets, 

filled with baking soda,
charcoal, and essential oils.
Freshen up clothes, closets,
and dressers with worn out
nylon sachets filled with
potpourri or a home-made
blend of herbs and essential
oils.

(j) First Aid. Be prepared for
any situation with hot/cold
first aid packs. Fill nylon
sachet with dried grains of
any type (buckwheat, rice,
etc.) and store in the freezer
so it is ready to go as a cold
pack. If hot pack is needed
pop sachet into microwave
for a few minutes on high
power.

STORAGE

Old hosiery can additionally
be transformed into flexible
storage solutions for a
variety of purposes.

(k)  Travel Size.  The best
way to maximize space in



 luggage is to roll up and
compress clothing.  

To compact your bulky
items and make space for
other travel essentials, insert
rolled up items into the legs
of a piece of worn-out
hosiery.  The items will stay
compressed, allowing for
the most efficient use of

 luggage space.

(l)  Onion Organization.  This
space-saving kitchen hack
keeps onions dry, aerated,
and intact.  Tie a knot in the
foot of a piece of old hosiery,
insert an onion into the leg,
tie another knot at the top
of the onion to separate it,
then repeat until you have a 

 tring of segmented onions
that you can hang in your
pantry.

(m)  It’s a Wrap!  Easily
protect & store your gift
wrap by slipping a roll or
two into the leg of one of
your old pieces of hosiery. 
 Then tie it off, and either
hang it or stash in a drawer.





ASK VELVET
Overstretched? A Quick Tip To

Refresh Tired Hose For One More
Wear

G I R D L E L I S C I O U S  G A M  W R A P P E R S '  H E A L T H
&  B E A U T Y  E X P E R T  G I V E S  H O S I E R Y  A D V I C E

Enticingly Yours,
Velvet Steele

What is it about a favourite with regards to hosiery? I
have mine, including the pair showing those signs of
wear and tear, and the dreaded sag and bag.

Hosiery that’s lost a firm grip up your legs.

Like me, you just can’t part with them, not yet, opting to
squeeze out one more wear .

The sag and bag from an overstretched knit, or worn-
out lycra or nylon. At this point most finding their way
sadly tossed into the trash. A miserable end to an
otherwise illustrious life of adornment as your favourite
foundation garment.

It’s not easy tossing your beloved into the garbage heap
never to be seen or worn again! Sadly, wishing there was
a way for a quick refresh until replaced with new.

Fear not, for I have a solution, that for the most part
seems to work with all those wonderfully used, and
abused hose. A quick easy result to hopefully give you
just one more wear of joy and happiness. 

A heat treatment.

I always hand wash in my bathroom sink and hang dry
over the shower rod. Choosing to use a lukewarm, tepid
water temperature for longevity of the garment in
question.

To temporarily reactivate the knit
and memory of the lycra and or
nylon, opt to soak them in hot
water with a mild cleanser.

Believe it or not, this will help to
shrink the knit, lycra and or nylon,
causing a re-bonding so to speak,
of the lycra and nylon. 

Almost a melting effect.

Rinse in cool water to set the new
“memory”.

Have a lingerie bag?. Throw them
in that for a quick spin in the
dryer.

No more than 5 minutes should
do the trick.

Followed by a quick air cool, and
you should be good to go.



EVA BC provides a wide range of resources related to sexual and
domestic violence, child abuse, and criminal harassment to people living

in British Columbia.

www.endingviolence.org

Girdleliscious Gam Wrappers proudly donates 5% of revenue to the
Ending Violence Association of BC

Instagram

LinkedIn

Tumblr

Facebook

Website

YouTube

Pinterest

Twitter

http://www.endingviolence.org/
https://www.instagram.com/girdlelisciousgamwrappers/
https://www.facebook.com/Girdleliscious-Gam-Wrappers-842569879461474
https://www.linkedin.com/company/girdleliscious-gam-wrappers
http://girdlelisciousgamwrappers.tumblr.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/%20UCVe8RxVf4APJz6rF5mp5XJQ
https://girdlelisciousgamwrappers.com/
https://twitter.com/GamWrappers
http://www.endingviolence.org/
https://www.instagram.com/girdlelisciousgamwrappers/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/girdleliscious-gam-wrappers
http://girdlelisciousgamwrappers.tumblr.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Girdleliscious-Gam-Wrappers-842569879461474
https://girdlelisciousgamwrappers.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/%20UCVe8RxVf4APJz6rF5mp5XJQ
https://www.pinterest.ca/GirdlelisciousGamWrappers/
https://twitter.com/GamWrappers

